The destructive effector functions of the immune system pose a problem that has aptly been described as 'horror autotoxicus'. This problem demands a solution that offers an effective self-nonself discrimination mechanism. Unlike all other defence mechanisms, the immune system makes the self-nonself discrimination somatically, and not at the germline level. This discrimination requires a way of separating self from nonself. Two proposals to accomplish this are based on separation in time or in space. In this paper the authors show that separation in time remains the only viable solution. A generally accepted solution to the mechanism of the self-nonself discrimination is overdue as it strongly influences the way in which much of immune regulation is interpreted.
BACKGROUND
It is self-evident that the destructive effector functions of the immune system are essential to protect individuals against infectious pathogens. Equally self-evident is the fact that these destructive effects cannot be directed at the individual. As early as 1901 Ehrlich et al. [1] emphasized the significance of this potential for destruction of the individual as they coined one of immunology's first soundbites 'horror autotoxicus'. A little over 50 years later Burnet [2] introduced the concept of clonal selection, which generated another soundbite, the 'self-nonself discrimination', and generally signalled an attempt to move from phenomenon to mechanism. The process of clonal selection, as described by Burnet, required antigens to act via antibody receptors on single cells, which then expanded clonally to secrete these same antibodies. However, nothing in this process indicated how the self-nonself discrimination might operate. Burnet ended up simply generalizing the observations of Owen [3] , that antigen-driven tolerance was readily established in fetal life, but not in adult life when antigen stimulated clonal expansion and immunity.
With the introduction of the new soundbite 'clonal selection' there was a marked shift from the chemistry of antibodies and the biology of animals to cellular and subcellular (molecular?) biology. This signalled a corresponding shift in the conceptual horizon-from an immune system to immune subsystems. The emphasis on cellular immunology became irresistable when lymphocytes were found to be divisible into T and B cells, each with very different functions in vitro and in vivo.
These models, mechanisms and soundbites were extremely influential, but they were lacking in theoretical or conceptual foundation, having arisen in an empirically driven environment. An explanation of why cells were the minimum unit of selection, and how the self-nonself discrimination in the immune system differed from all other defence mechanisms was not offered; indeed these questions were not posed. The ambiguity of the soundbite 'clonal selection' left unresolved the question of how many different specificities there were per clone; it was generally assumed, however, that one cell expressed one antibody specificity. As immunity generates a potent destructive effector reaction, the conceptual necessity both of self non-destruction and non-self destruction becomes evident. While the immune system might recognize some self components, so long as these reactions are not debilitating enough to eliminate the individual there has been no violation of 'horror autotoxicus'. As an aside, the multiple meanings of 'self' need cause no confusion when used with common-sense. Thus, when applied to the immune system, the terms self (S) and nonself (NS) remain heuristic.
It seems obvious from an empirical standpoint that the embryonic stage of development is protected from exposure to most diseases (i.e. nonself is absent) and all that is present amounts to self. Not until after birth does nonself appear, and by then immunity is needed. The use of ontogenetic time to distinguish necessarily persistent self-antigens from obviously transient nonself antigens was not clearly formulated until 1989 [4] . In retrospect, the only other possible means of distinguishing self and nonself rely either on the use of fixed markers (self or nonself), making the self-nonself discrimination germline encoded, or on a separation in space under conditions where all self-antigens could be herded into a special space where immune cells had to pass and be checked for reactivity to selfcomponents before exiting and becoming immune effectors.
TWO TIME-DEPENDENT MECHANISMS FOR MAKING AN IMMUNE SELF -NONSELF DISCRIMINATION
It was Lederberg [5] who, in 1959, first translated the concept of cellular selection into a mechanism for making a self-nonself discrimination. The notion of self-tolerance occurring early in the life of an organism was transposed by Lederberg into tolerance occurring early in the life of individual cells.
The Lederberg model
Paraphrased in more contemporary terminology, Lederberg . Under the Lederberg model the distinction between self and nonself is made on the basis that self must be present all of the time whereas nonself must be absent some of the time. Both Burnet and Lederberg treated clonality at the cellular level and clonality at the antibody specificity level as synonymous because they envisaged a small number of antibody genes undergoing massive mutation early in the life of an individual (Burnet) or the life of a cell (Lederberg), soon followed by an elimination of anti-S. This initial mutational burst would have inactivated most antibody genes, leaving few surviving cells with a single functional specificity to form the protective, monospecific repertoire. In either case, the self-nonself discrimination is being made on a cell-by-cell (i.e. specificity-by-specificity) basis.
A little over 10 years later, in 1970, Bretscher & Cohn [6] questioned the Lederberg model on the experimental grounds that B-cell induction required T-cell help, and the demonstration of a 'hapten-carrier' effect. The 'hapten-carrier' effect required the recognition of at least two different parts of an antigen, the 'hapten' and the 'carrier'. Today it is easier to think of antigens as collections of epitopes that are recognized by the immune system; the 'hapten' and 'carrier' simply being two different epitopes. The Lederberg model treats each cell as an independent unit of function in the spirit of a pure cellular selection process, making tolerance and induction each epitope-by-epitope level events. The Bretscher-Cohn model develops an antigen-byantigen class of regulation of immune reactivity based on the recognition of different epitopes present on a given antigen. Tolerance remained an epitope-by-epitope level event. Bretscher & Cohn linked a self-nonself discrimination to the contemporary cellular biology and created the associative recognition model for a self-nonself discrimination.
The Bretscher-Cohn model
This model gives a mechanism for the self-nonself discrimination being made by a class of regulatory cells (the helper T-cell, or co-operating T-cell as it was called by them at the time), which then pass on their decision to all other cell types (T or B). Initially, all cells have two possible choices, to be tolerized (eliminated) or to be induced (made into effectors). Two choices means, as Forsdyke [7] had pointed out, that at least two signals are needed. Bretscher & Cohn juggled the pieces of cell biology and signalling until it all fitted together. They postulated that in all i-state cells, when antigen engages the antigen-specific receptors, the cells receive their first signal, Signal [1] . The effect of Signal [1] is to convert i-state cells into an anticipatory a-state, which allows cells to then respond to a second signal, Signal [2] , and this signal in turn drives cells to the effector estate. If Signal [1] persists, and no Signal [2] arrives within a certain time, then the cell is tolerized (eliminated). The effector function of a T-helper is the delivery of Signal [2] to target cells bearing antigens that can be recognized by the effector T-helper. The essential concept was to associate antigen-specific learning in regulatory T cells with the antigen-specific T and B cells that will subsequently mediate the destruction of antigen.
The use of a molecule of antigen to link the effector T helper with its corresponding antigen-specific target satisfied the experimental phenomenon known at the time as the 'hapten-carrier' effect and contributed to naming it the associative (antigen) recognition model. This soon became known as the 'two-signal model', and the name stuck as another soundbite. However, the use of two signals to obtain associative recognition needs to be distinguished from the use of any two signals as subsequently became popular during the hijacking of this soundbite. The question of where the first effector T helper came from was clearly posed by the Bretscher-Cohn model, but, having rejected the Lederberg model, no satisfactory answer was forthcoming. Oddly, the lack of a convincing answer to the question became an argument that the model must be wrong and in the absence of any competing model, it was generally assumed that the self-nonself discrimination must be quite unimportant opening the door to idiotype network regulation! It was not until 1989 that the antigen-independent pathway of production of effector T helpers was understood to be the key step in generating anti-NS immunity [4] . This pathway is unique to T-helper cells, and allows i-state cells to undergo
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antigen-independent differentiation to the full effector e-state. This differentiation step is of sufficiently long duration to ensure that most self-antigens will have reacted with self-specific cells resulting in their inactivation (tolerance) before completing their differentiation to full effector status. This pathway differs from the Lederberg (Lederberg) .
Only in the presence of effector helpers would it be possible to distinguish the tolerizable-only state (no effect) from the tolerizable-only period (due only to a lack of effector helpers).
Over time the self-nonself discrimination became a lexical minefield as verbal descriptions of self became muddled with physiological and immune definitions. It became fashionable to claim there is no self-nonself discrimination. In the extreme case of idiotope-paratope network regulation, immune recognition is all self-directed. The internal images of idiotypes and paratopes were the true immune system and recognition of an external world became quite incidental. An internally regulated idiotopeparatope network is a logical deadend because it represents the limit case of recognition with no protective effector function. It is self-evident that a destructive effector function cannot be used to regulate the immune system.
A growing interest in antigen-presenting cells (APC) has culminated in their being made the new arbiters of self and nonself. The clearest formulation of a model in this framework has been put forward by Matzinger [8] who discarded a selfnonself discrimination and introduced the 'danger-nondanger' discrimination. Putting aside evocative labels, the conceptual framework surrounding the Matzinger model bears closer scrutiny as it hints at a space-dependent version of self-nonself discrimination.
A SPACE-DEPENDENT MECHANISM FOR MAKING AN IMMUNE SELF -NONSELF DISCRIMINATION
The separation of self from nonself in space requires barriers that partition spaces with self-only from spaces with self-plus-nonself, and something like a Maxwell's demon sorting self and nonself into the two buckets. Self-reactive cells are eliminated in the self-only space, and residual nonself-reactive cells are able to exit into a new space where they can be activated by antigens. A space model functions only to the extent that the self-only space is made tolerizable-only and both excludes all nonself while including all self. In general, the self-only space is equated with tolerance-only and the nonself space associated with immunity-only.
The Matzinger model: a first step into space
The model accepts all the signalling mechanisms from T to B cells embodied in the Bretscher-Cohn model, but rejects the origin of effector helper T cells, and their interaction with other T cells. Matzinger postulates that the professional APC is uniquely able to make antigen inductive for helper T cells (we refer to these as APC-I). To ensure that the self antigens of APC-I are not inductive the model further postulates that all T cells present in the thymic space are inherently tolerizable-only. Only when T cells exit the thymus to enter the peripheral spaces do they become both inducible and tolerizable. Those antigens associated with APC-I are in an induction-only space that is able to convert 'virgin' helper T cells to become 'experienced' effectors, which are required for the induction of all other T and B cells. Any self antigens outside the thymus are required to preferentially associate with unprofessional APC (APC-T), which represent tolerizable-only spaces. The rarity of APC-I displaying immunogenic self antigens, relative to the common APC-T displaying tolerogenic self antigens, is postulated to be sufficient to ensure an effective level of tolerance to those antigens not in the thymic environment.
The Matzinger framework reflects the consensus view of the thymic environment being uniquely tolerance-inducing, and of the essential role of APC-I in displaying nonself antigens in an immunogenic form. In the periphery self antigens are argued to be preferentially partitioned on APC-T rather than APC-I. This is largely illusory as the argument is based on tissue-specific antigens and neglects a detailed study of other types of antigen, especially as they must be associated with class II MHC in order to react appropriately with T-helper cells. In contrast, nonself (i.e. dangerous) antigens are preferentially associated with APC-I. The unspecified 'danger' element is, in essence, a marker of nonself, and this reduces to a form of self-marker model (albeit one based on the absence of the marker) as has most recently been championed by Janeway [9] . All self-marker models require no more than recognition of the marker, not the antigen, to direct the elimination of nonself. Despite such detailed questions of quantitation and qualitation within the Matzinger model, these can be overlooked in order to explore the novel idea of a space-based self-nonself discrimination.
A possible strict space model
Instead of stopping with a hybrid time and space model as proposed by Matzinger, it is worth exploring the possibility of a strict space model. For example, the thymus can be given a special property of imposing the tolerizable-only condition on resident T cells. As an aside this is very similar to the wording used by Burnet [10, p. 55 ] to describe the 'censorship' that was thought to go on in primary lymphoid organs, including the thymus. The time models make no special claims regarding the thymus where, only coincidentally, T cells are first responsive to antigen. A strict space model requires the proposition first, that all self components that might lead to horror autotoxicus are present in tolerance-only thymic environment; and second, that no nonself components that might cause the death of the individual are able to enter this tolerance-only space.
Such a pure space model requires special and extraordinary rules to provide an adequate source of extrathymic antigens (including the differentiation antigens expressed on inducible extrathymic T cells). The Matzinger model attempted to deal with extrathymic self antigens and mutant anti-S T cells but ended up creating only an illusion of a separation in space between self antigens. And, using 'danger' to direct nonself antigens into the APC-I, Matzinger ended up reinventing a form of self-marker model that requires no antigen-specific immune system.
TIME AND SPACE: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
The separation of self and nonself in ontogenetic time was based on the assumption that there is no physical or chemical property of self and nonself as classes that can be used by the immune system to discriminate between them. This precluded a discrimination based on space. It is this assumption that is being challenged.
The use of a physical barrier in the strict space model requires that the barrier makes a self-nonself discrimination and raises the real possibility of full-scale autoimmunity with any breakdown in the physical barrier that maintains the tolerance-only condition in the thymus. In other words, the maintenance of selftolerance throughout life depends on the continued integrity of the separating barrier. Under the time models, self-tolerance is made possible by the persistence of self and the absence of nonself early in embryonic life. This initial absence of nonself sets in motion events that are perpetuated throughout life by the same time-dependent step in T-cell differentiation. This necessity for a special period early in embryonic development introduces the possibility of lethal autoimmunity against any selfantigens that appear late in life.
The suggestion has been made that new antigens appear at puberty and the time model could not explain tolerance to such antigens. However, there is, as yet, no demonstration of selfantigens taken from postpubescent adults that are immunogenic in prepubescent youngsters. Another 'natural' source of possible new adult antigens are tumours. While animals immunized with transplantable tumour cell lines can reject the tumour, there is no evidence that failure of non-immunized animals to reject their tumours is because of tolerance to the tumour antigens. Although the fetal-maternal relationship is viewed by many as a possible special case of a tumour, there are too many unanswered questions regarding immunological privileges to draw strong conclusions from this unique relationship, especially given that the fetus is only a temporary parasite.
No matter how the words are bandied between meanings, horror autotoxicus remains an unavoidable evolutionary selection pressure. Thus, irrespective of how the immune system avoids destroying the individual this cannot compromise the ability of the immune system to meet the equally strong selection pressure to promptly remove life-threatening parasites-the avoidance of horror parasitoxicus perhaps.
If 'horror autotoxicus' is a selection pressure maintaining a low threshold of self-reactivity, then there must be an evolutionarily detectable level of self-destruction. The vast majority of childhood deaths are from infectious diseases-the horror parisitoxicus effect-and yet there is little or no evidence of offsetting autoimmune disease prior to genetic reproduction. Thus, as a guess, autoimmunity may well be expressed concomitantly with infection, serving to exacerbate the course of disease and thereby rendering lethal an otherwise only debilitating infection.
BACK TO BASICS
After reviewing the various models that attempt to account for a self-nonself discrimination some common themes have emerged.
The two different kinds of response that any cell can make to the two different kinds of antigen (self and nonself) requires the use of two signals to guide the cell to the appropriate response pathway. There is general agreement over the concept of antigen alone providing Signal [1] that is associated with the tolerance response needed for cells specific for self antigens, and another, Signal [2] that is associated with the immune effector response needed for cells specific for nonself antigens. The delivery of Signal [1] without Signal [2] leads to a means of deleting anti-S cells.
If the presence of Signal [2] is associated with immunity and the absence of Signal [2] with tolerance, then the availability of Signal [2] becomes the decisive step in an S-NS discrimination. [2] to be associated with nonself that is not present, it follows that Signal[2] must come from antigen-specific cells that fail to encounter antigen and fail to be eliminated after a suitable period of time has elapsed. This waiting period should be long enough to ensure a high probability of encountering any persistent antigen, yet short [2] is directed at target i-state cells by means of antigen-specific receptors, only those epitopes on the same immunogenic complex can mediate immune induction. By using a single immunogenic complex to restrict the delivery of Signal [2] , the probability of inducing anti-S is reduced to the extent that S and NS epitopes are present on the same complex. So long as a small proportion (perhaps 1-10%) of nonself pathogens also carry S epitopes, then there will be a corresponding reduction in the level of anti-S that can be recruited into an ongoing immune response. The proportion of antigens made up of mixtures of S and NS epitopes depends on the specificity of the antigen receptors and the number of epitopes there are per antigen (this somewhat cryptic comment requires another paper for an explanation).
CONCLUSIONS
The immune system is required to make a self-nonself discrimination, just like all protective mechanisms with destructive effector reactions. Unique to the immune system is a somatic (i.e. not germline) mechanism for ensuring that the destructive effector reactions are not directed at vital self components. The immune system is under selection to avoid self-destruction, not merely self-recognition.
There are, in principle, two possible mechanisms for distinguishing self from nonself, one based on separation in time, the other based on separation in space. A comparison of mechanisms for separating self from nonself tends to favour the time models because there is an a priori need to be exposed to self components all of the time and to be free of infectious diseases most of the time; in contrast, there is no correspondingly compelling rationale for maintaining a self-only space where all of self, and none of nonself, can enter, even if it were possible. This short history of time and space in immune discrimination points to the importance of treating the immune system as a single unit of function (that function being the elimination of antigens and pathogens) with multiple components that must act in concert. Throughout history, there has been a strong tendency to focus on one or other component, depending on prevailing fashions, and ignore the remainder.
Today, the conceptual horizon in immunology has narrowed further to focus on the details of gene expression and the chemistry of signalling systems. It is imperative to retain sight of an immune system that is the co-ordinated collection of all these subsystems and provides a coherent, strong selective advantage in the face of an ever-changing array of infectious pathogens.
